Abstract. In situ measurements of hydrochloric acid in the lower stratosphere reveal that its mean abundance relative to that of total inorganic chlorine (Cly) has evolved upwards from HCI/CIy=40% in late 1991 to 70% in 1996. This fraction is generally anticorrelated with aerosol surface area concentration, which has been diminishing since the 1991 volcanic eruption of Mt. Pinatubo. Calculations 'mcorporating new hboratoryresults of faster heterogeneous chemistry show that air parcels with high aerosol loading exposed to temperatures below 205 K can experience enough chlorine activation to drive the HCI/CIy below 50%, but overestimate observed C10/CIy.
A recent analysis of HALOE satellite data [Dessler et al., 1997] , has also identified a significant increase (16ñ9%) in HCI/Cly over a 3-year period from late 1992 at somewhat higher altitudes than the ER-2 data. While these authors conclude that there is no evidence to support the larger increase observed by ALIAS, they recognize that their observed increase is 4 times larger than their model prediction, and that they cannot attribute the observed change to any cause.
The aircraft measurements
The ALIAS instrument is a 4-channel scanning tunable diode laser spectrometer that uses high-resolution laser absorption in the 3-8 pm wavelength region [Webster et al., 1994c ] to directly and simultaneously measure any four of the gases HCI, NO2, CH4, CO, and N20. The instrument samples the atmosphere using a fast flow system with all interior surfaces coated with halocarbon wax. Extensive calibration and testing, including post-flight ion-analysis of the inlet residue, has revealed no systematic instrument or sampling error that could result in HCI loss of > 10%. The fidelity of the measurement of HC1 in the multipass cell is checked by simultaneous recording of strong CH4 lines close to the HC1 absorption line. The precision of the data varies from flight to flight, with a 1 o precision of typically +50 to + 100 pptv. The accuracy of the measurement is about 5-7%, producing total rootsum-squared measurement uncertainties of -• 10-15% for 1 ppbv.
The aerosol number, SA, and volume concentrations reported here were determined from three particle size spectrometers flown simultaneously as part of the ER-2 aircraft payload, with overall uncertainties of 35%: the condensation nucleus counter (CNC) 
